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PARABLES OF THE KINGDOM
Matthew 13:1-52

Four Questions…

What is a parable?
 A practical ,  often framed as a simile, that    
  illustrates spiritual truth.

How do we understand parables?
 Listen from the hearer ’s perspective, look for the main     
  ,  and then let the truth change your perception.

Why do we have parables?
 Jesus was  truth to those who were believing the   
  mysterious.
  This was evidence of God’s .
 Jesus was  truth from those who were denying the   
  obvious.
  This was evidence of God’s .

What is the kingdom of heaven?
 The redemptive  or  of God in   
  Christ.
 A present reality: The King is here, and his kingdom is     
 .
 A future realization: The King is coming back, and his kingdom will   
      be .

Eight Parables…

The parable of the sower…
 The sower is the Son of Man and the seed is the message of    
  .
 The soil is the human heart.
  The  heart.
  The  heart.
  The  heart.
  The  heart.

The parable of the weeds and net…
 The weeds…
  The good seed represents  believers.
  The weeds represent  believers.
  The harvest represents future judgment.
   A day of terrifying  for the wicked.
   A day of triumphant  for the righteous.
 The net…
  Coming judgment is inevitable.
  Coming wrath is .

The parables of the mustard seed and leaven…
 Outwardly, the kingdom  from an insignificant   
  beginning to an extravagant end.
 Inwardly, the kingdom  every facet of our lives and  
 every corner of the earth.

The parables of the treasure and pearl…
 The kingdom of heaven is something worth losing   
for.
 We  let go of all things in order to passionately take  
  hold of one thing.

The parable of the homeowner…
 The disciple’s : We have seen the secrets of the old  
  covenant revealed in the new covenant!
 The disciple’s : We now proclaim the good news of  
  the kingdom to every person and people group on the planet!

Two Applications…

Humbly and joyfully  the message of the kingdom.
Confidently and urgently  the message of the kingdom.
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Four Questions…

What is a parable?
 A practical story, often framed as a simile, that illustrates spiritual   
      truth.

How do we understand parables?
 Listen from the hearer ’s perspective, look for the main point, and then  
  let the truth change your perception.

Why do we have parables?
 Jesus was revealing truth to those who were believing the mysterious.
  This was evidence of God’s mercy.
 Jesus was concealing truth from those who were denying the obvious.
  This was evidence of God’s judgment.

What is the kingdom of heaven?
 The redemptive rule or reign of God in Christ.
 A present reality: The King is here, and his kingdom is advancing.
 A future realization: The King is coming back, and his kingdom will   
      be complete.

Eight Parables…

The parable of the sower…
 The sower is the Son of Man and the seed is the message of salvation.
 The soil is the human heart.
  The hard heart.
  The superficial heart.
  The divided heart.
  The fruitful heart.

The parable of the weeds and net…
 The weeds…
  The good seed represents true believers.
  The weeds represent counterfeit believers.
  The harvest represents future judgment.
   A day of terrifying condemnation for the wicked.
   A day of triumphant celebration for the righteous.
 The net…
  Coming judgment is inevitable.
  Coming wrath is unimaginable.

The parables of the mustard seed and leaven…
 Outwardly, the kingdom grows from an insignificant beginning to an   
  extravagant end.
 Inwardly, the kingdom permeates every facet of our lives and every   
  corner of the earth.

The parables of the treasure and pearl…
 The kingdom of heaven is something worth losing everything for.
 We joyfully let go of all things in order to passionately take hold of   
  one thing.

The parable of the homeowner…
 The disciple’s treasure: We have seen the secrets of the old covenant   
  revealed in the new covenant!
 The disciple’s task: We now proclaim the good news of the kingdom to  
  every person and people group on the planet!

Two Applications…

Humbly and joyfully receive the message of the kingdom.
Confidently and urgently spread the message of the kingdom.


